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CONVERSATION MATTERS AND SUGGESTIONS 
PROTECTED AREA CONVERSATION 
SIRMABIYIK DWELLING 

      

 SUMMARY 

  

           Being evaluated 
of variation and deteriorations   with being documented  and identified of  current 
situations by being analyzed  in terms of historical  and architectural  of artefacts 
required  to be preserved  taking part in conventional  urban fabric has been aimed .
The subject has been taken into consideration in this direction and proposals  have 
been brought forward in order to determine the conservation approaches of Unye 
historical urban fabric. 

           

seven chapters. 

           In the first chapter, The goal, scope  and  method of the study  has been 
explained .In this regard, Detection, analysis, documentation and synthesis  studies 
required for the conservation and evaluation of the unique physical formations in 

 

           In the second chapter, Historical, physical  and geographic properities and 
-cultural 

and economic  development of city  has  also been adressed. In addition, port and 
transportation matters have been examined.   

           In the third chapter, Transportation  axes surrounding the area of study  have 
been defined. Then, selection reasons  and features of them have been  explained. 
After being investigated the  origin of time of  fir

have been identified. Next, The artefacts in study area  have been examined and  
evaluated  with the series of analysis like functional distribution, usage case, 
structure and material case, building material, historic period, the case of historical 
worthiness.          

            In the fourth chapter, Rasim SIRMABIYIK Dwelling, an example  of Civil 
 Then, it   has  been analysed  with regards 

to location, architecture  features, material and construction  practise and 
conservation matters.        

            In the fifth chapter,It has been  regarded that the factors like dwelling 
,commerce, tourism  demand  and natural disasters  brought about  changes   in urban 
fabric. In consideration  of archive  documents  on record  and old pictures, It has 

today and this change  has been  explained  in the way of  conservation approach.           

            Affairs  and conservation of historical and natural  environment  has been  
tried to be analyzed. Use and development of the urban space in line with the modern 
conservation approach has been taken as a basis. In this context, Suggestions 



concerning with urban fabric, unique artefact and legal process  has been reported. 
Within this framework, It has been paid strict attention to be selected appropriate 
approaches  to ensure the continuity of  the region.         

            In the sixth and last section, the results reached in the context of analysis, 
determination and studies have been mentioned.As a result of the researches carried 
out, with protection orders, it has been  aimed to be transfered  it to future 

centre.


